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The reasons are legion, dear reader, varying from lack of standardization in approach, an ever 

evolving set of technical enablers, to information silos- both systemically and departmentally, and never 

the twain shall meet. When iterating through the reasons that AI hasn’t reached its full potential however, 

one prevailing theme takes first place- beating out other contenders with ease- and that dubious winner 

is DATA, or lack of thereof. 

Raise your hand if you've heard of or even been 

part of a program that was to leverage AI for 

amazing returns and yet failed after exceeding 

budget and under delivering on promised 

outcomes. A large percentage of AI programs 

and efforts either die on the vine, or flop halfway 

through the delivery cycle. Even for those that 

are implemented, the cost, and time, to develop 

the use case often seems to dwarf the return. 

Little wonder then that many organizations are 

less keen on AI than would be obvious from the 

continuous hype.

 

Network Automation is the poster-child for AI 

powered operations (or, more specifically 

Machine Learning). Taking large volumes of data 

that represent the increasingly complex world of 

Network Operations (Call Flows, Probe Data, 

Customer & Network Tickets, Alarms,  etc) and 

sorting through them to understand which 

elements can automatically point us to 

problems, potential problems, and opportunities 

for improvement, then understanding these 

patterns so well that we can begin to predict 

versus react, is exactly the sort of challenge that 

ML was designed to solve. 

Introduction

Why then, in this match made in heaven, are failures so prolific? 

Why hasn’t the nirvana of network autonomy been achieved? 

Why are Telco Network Operations still driven in such

a terribly manual way?



"Data is the new gold", "data is your most 

precious resource", "Leverage your data" - The 

newest cachets in business buzz fail to capture 

the reality that is the biggest barrier to entry in 

leveraging AI for driving in automation and 

reducing process complexity. Despair not, how-

ever! Just as Lean  Manufacturing  transformed 

the capabilities of goods  manufacturers, the 

Agile Methodology transformed software devel-

opment, and DevOps has transformed the 

software lifecycle (CI/CD), there is a methodolo-

gy that can free the data, let it flow like a river, 

and feed the hungry beast that is your Machine 

Learning platform. 

This methodology is called "DataOps". It 

owes its heritage to the all three of the afore-

mentioned approaches; Lean  Manufacturing, 

Agile, and DevOps. The focus of this paper then 

is to relay the framework and core tenants of 

this approach to solving these data insolvency 

problems as it relates to the world of AI-pow-

ered Network Automation. Specifically, we will 

cover what the data pipeline is, what it provides 

us, and the key components thereof.

If you want to learn more about how Lean 

Manufacturing, DevOps, and Agile all play 

together, consider "The Phoenix Project", a 

great book that applies many of the techniques 

we will discuss in greater detail.
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Introduction

The Agile Methodology transformed

software development, and DevOps

has transformed the software lifecycle
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The Why

We have a lot of data coming from a myriad of sources. In addition, this data may be transformed 

and stored multiple times, with the associated potential for error along the way.

There is a lot of apprehension among stakeholders/sponsors of the data pipelines about the origins 

of data, access rights, types of transformations, freshness, quality, etc. There is a prevailing need for 

transparency of control. 

Particular to Networks, smart data gathering is critical to ensure the “real time nature” of the data 

is maintained and impact to network elements is minimized.

Agility and speed to result is necessary to bring business value.

Output is expected to provide consistent value and accuracy despite the distributed nature of data 

and the continuous proliferation of technical enablers & tools.

Multi-Access is a prerequisite. There will be many teams accessing and working on the data to 

provide value to the organization

Before delving into what and how of DataOps, let’s look at the reasons leading to adoption:

First imagine data as  analogous  to raw material in a manufacturing line. Much like when producing 

physical goods, data flows in to the production pipeline in a raw state, goes through many “stations”, 

gets transformed into new components.  Eventually, a finished product emerges ready to be consumed 

(in our case, it will be consumed by an ML model). Thus, many of the practices that promote continuous 

improvement in manufacturing can also be applied to our data pipeline. Furthermore, as our data 

pipeline is often composed of code and data that is not static, and we need to interact with both our 

code and our data across many actors and with frequent change, practices borrowed from both DevOps 

and Agile are very much appropriate. 

01 THE WHY 
We are in the Data Operations business to produce value out of raw data. Production itself 
involves numerous types of operations including extraction, loading, transformation, 
merging and branching, feature engineering, visualizing and reporting results at massive 
scale. Therefore, we need common best practices to keep the data pipelines running as well 
as developing the best machinery for the purposes of production.



02 THE WHAT 
So, what is DataOps? It is the set of processes and tools used to convert data into actionable 

insights that add value to your organization. It is a mindset that will enable the efficient flow of 

data from the producers (in this case Network Elements, OSS, virtual functions, etc) to 

consumers.  It is how we bring quality, speed and agility to our data pipeline. To articulate it 

simply, DataOps is what you get when you marry the speed, agility, and self-organization of 

DevOps and Agile paradigms with automated quality control procedures inherent in lean 

manufacturing (specifically Statistical Process Control).
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The What

 DataOps PIPELINE
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The What

What are the measurable outcomes of a 

well-orchestrated DataOps pipeline?

Accuracy (quality in- quality out) – We can 

depend on our data pipeline/machine to be 

accurate, despite constant change.

Agility – As the technologies that support our 

networks change, as we continuously make 

configurations to the Network, as services get 

more complex- the questions we ask of machine 

learning change, as such we need to have a 

flexible data pipeline to readjust our questions. 

Interestingly, principles from lean manufacturing 

such as minimizing Work In Progress, identifying 

your constraint- and focus on clearing that, and 

encouraging “line stop” or slowing down 

production to focus on problem resolution, are 

all counterintuitively useful in improving your 

organizational capability and agility. 

Automation – Information and the complexities 

of that information are increasing. In order to 

achieve our outcomes, we need to drive 

automated frameworks that continuously test the 

data to ensure quality, cleanliness, "freshness", 

accuracy, etc. This also promotes a very 

important element of cost control- we  can not 

spend as much on our "raw materials" as the 

"finished product" is worth.

Atomic Composability – As the data beneath 

requires atomic composability to produce the 

correct "molecules", so should our pipeline be 

composed of atomic elements that have open 

interfaces- facilitating new flows, tool 

interexchange, and value add by openness to 

enriching or being enriched by “external” 

organizations and data. 

Resiliency/Build to Failure – It will break, and we 

will do our best to break it! When it breaks 

however, the consumers are not effected 

because we have built in resiliency. As examples 

of deliberate breakage- Chaos Monkey, Chaos 

Gorilla, and Chaos Kong are all graduations of an 

approach pioneered by Netflix to deliberately 

destroy various parts of the infrastructure to 

determine resiliency. Depending on the degree 

of Mission Criticality of your Data chain, and 

particularly when it comes to managing Telecom 

Networks with an expectation of very high 

performance, it is important to ensure that no 

matter what you throw at your DataOps Pipeline, 

it keeps on ticking. 



While the core elements of both are the same,
there is a different orientation to the practices

above as applied to each pipeline

Conceptually there are two major operational 

aspects to our data pipeline: The Value Pipeline 

and The Innovation Pipeline. 

While the core elements of both are the same, 

there is a different orientation to the practices 

below as applied to each pipeline. 

For illustration, visualize the Value Pipeline as 

the entity that focuses on the data flow- through 

(similar to how raw material flows through a 

manufacturing line), and the Innovation Pipeline 

is where we experiment with evolving the models 

and other consumptive value enablers. From a 

perspective of the data itself, the data in the 

value pipeline constantly changes as frequently 

as it is fed new data (which in a network context 

is continuously). Here the data is living, and as 

this is your production data pipeline, the code 

that governs its behavior should be 

comparatively static, and strictly quality 

controlled. The objective of the Value Pipeline is 

to approach Zero Defects, to promote an entirely 

predictable output at a predictable pace. 
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The What

As a nearly polar opposite, the value pipeline 

is where we create new models, fine tune existing 

models, innovate and experiment. Here the goal 

is less about the data and more about what does 

the data tell us? We might ask, “Does the Aver-

age Engineering Happiness Quotient have any 

correlation with RF Propagation during the week 

of the full moon?” This part of the pipeline is the 

equivalent of our Lab (and everyone knows that 

Engineers are much happier during the full 

moon). 

We typically reuse the same relatively data 

sets for the value pipeline during experimenta-

tion. If we are comparing the accuracy or fit of a 

new model to an existing one, for example, it is 

best to limit the variables in comparative perfor-

mance by running the models on the same data 

set. The code in the Innovation Pipeline, on the 

other hand, constantly changes, is extended, or 

reengineered.  Both the Value Pipeline and Inno-

vation Pipeline aspects of the data pipeline 

require mature practices as outlined below.



TESTING

Your first line of defense against uncontrolled change is reliance on peer-review before merging 

any code change. This can be successful only if everything including the infrastructure where the 

pipelines run is treated as code.

Next is the adoption of unit testing for every component where code coverage is automatically 

calculated, reported and actioned upon based on the pre-set coverage criteria. Expectations need 

to be set that for every hour writing code, time needs to be set aside to write the tests for that 

code.
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The How

KEY ELEMENTS TO BUILDING A DATA OPS PRACTICE

DATA MANAGEMENT 

Load raw data with no (OK! minimal) modifica-

tion to extract what is needed later: In many situa-

tions we don’t know enough to write the neces-

sary transformation functions to store data in a 

structured form in a data warehouse. Additionally, 

data needs may change over time. Instead of 

either doing something haphazardly or losing the 

original raw data entirely, it is better to store it in a 

data lake regardless of its structure and thanks to 

low cost of object storage it isn’t costly to do so. 

Think ELT versus ETL.

03 THE HOW 
Now that we have defined what DataOps is (specific to feeding an ML pipeline) and what we 

want to achieve with it, let us discuss the how. We have read our fair share of the many 

DataOps / MLOps papers, cookbooks, manifestos, etc. and we can certify that the following 

essential principles hold up well in the real world:

Push your data producers. Network equip-

ment vendors were often accustomed to work-

ing in silos, and data availability has largely 

evolved the same way. Virtual functions, by their 

nature, are often more verbose in making avail-

able the data about their performance. In either 

case, the data must be free! Ensure both that 

you are doing away with verticalized data man-

agement, and that your OEM’s/Function provid-

ers provide you with unencoded/nonproprietary, 

freely available, holistic information about every 

aspect of the operation of the device/function.



MORE TESTING
For the Value Pipeline – Data should be 

suspiciously scrutinized at every step of its 

lifecycle. From its source, through every 

extraction, transformation, concatenation, etc. it 

should be sanity checked- this is in keeping with 

our Accuracy target previously mentioned. A key 

principle of DataOps is that as we build and write 

data flows, we also simultaneously build the 

testing that allows our complexity to grow without 

fear of disruption. Here we check such things as 

data sizing and volumes (did the data size change 

unexpectedly), sanity checks in format (have we 

finally solved the age old problem of who was 

right in date formats? Is it MM/DD/YY or 

DD/MM/YY? Are all dates expressed in one way 

or the other), business sanity (is the data within 

reasonable or acceptable bounds), and historical 

deviance means (is something jinky going on?). 

This part of the DataOps practice owes its 

heritage largely to the statistical process control 

prevalent in Lean Manufacturing.
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VISIBLE PARALLELISM, COLLABORATION, SELF-SERVICE WITHOUT FRICTION, & REUSE
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The How

For both data and code, it is critical that processes, capabilities, and tools exist to ensure that 

everyone can “work in isolation” while simultaneously ensuring that they are working on the exact same 

baseline as their compatriots, and that any work done, can be seamlessly added to the whole with 

minimal work and minimal disruption. This further breaks down into several sub-categories of enablers

Am I working on the same code base 
or data set base as production: 
Versioning

Can I authoritatively validate the 
equivalence of two environments: 
Infrastructure as Code

Can I seamlessly recombine what I have finished 
into the whole without causing major issues: 
Branching & Merging

Can I see where I am in the overall process, how my work affects 
others, and inversely, make it clear to others what to expect from me – 
Task management tools like Jira or Kanban Boards

Can I easily spin up more environments 
for my team to develop, test – 
Leverage Cloud & Containerization
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The How

Consider the value of using a feature store as part of your innovation pipeline. This allows your 

domain-expert data analysts to abstract “feature extraction logic” that are more easily retrieved and 

utilized by your data scientists. In addition, as many models use data from various sources including a 

combination of streaming/real-time data coupled with batch data, this approach hides the complexities 

of the data engineering from the team members tasked with using the data – resulting in much higher 

productivity (and less frustration). Finally, as data sources and transformations needed to present certain 

features change over time, representing these features within the feature store allows very high degrees 

of reuse.

ML MODELSSOURCE

Stream &
Batch Source Stream

Transform

Storage

Batch 
Transform

Abstract Data 
Representation

ELT/ETL PROCESSING FEATURE STORE
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The How
AUTOMATION
When I am ready to start new work, is it easy for 
me to spin up the needed resources? 

By creating and deleting environments based 

on declarative logic with two-button (create/de-

lete) automation: Building an idempotent 

deploy button for a distributed system that is a 

collection of microservices and data pipeline 

storage and processing functions hides an enor-

mous amount of complexity from the data 

teams- critical to their productivity. This allows 

everyone in the organization to have their own 

environments to run experiments with zero 

impact on others. Immutability in action is 

important, particularly in production where 

destruction and recreation using an improved 

version in place is optimal versus “fix in place”. 

Thanks to easy and repeatable deployments, it 

is possible to empower multiple people in 

various geographies to work towards the same 

goal.

  

When I am done with what I am building, can 
immediately deploy my output into production 
with minimal manual effort? 

Can this be done in a way that ensures quali-

ty? Will this new element be visible and avail-

able to my cohorts? Are the elements of my Test, 

Build, Deploy, and Monitor work as automated 

as possible to be?

Zero-touch operations: 
Using cloud-native fault, configuration, 

account, performance and security manage-

ment components allows operations of such a 

complex distributed system to be either very 

low-touch or ideally zero-touch operations. Rely 

on automation, detected faults, and perfor-

mance issues to trigger recommendations on 

what needs to be changed. Using auto-scaling 

capabilities of existing cloud technologies or 

detecting the presence of bottlenecks inside 

time-series data to explicitly trigger scale-up 

/scale-down operations yield an environment 

where capacity is always available and never 

wasted. Every minute spent in perfecting this 

part of your process and infrastructure pays 

huge dividends over the lifecycle of your proj-

ects. 



The How

Those previous elements are largely tool oriented, though clearly the right processes and culture need 

to be in place to enable this approach as well. Speaking of processes and culture, lets touch on some of 

the other key elements of a good DataOps Practice that are less about tool enablers and much more 

about mantras that the Data Organization must live by.
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KAIZEN- CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT. 
One of the most important lessons coming out of 

DevOps practices that are key to avoiding “bloat”, 

technical debt, and the growth of rigidity is to 

incorporate improvement time as part of your core 

development. Treating improvement as equally 

important to new output is key to long term agility. 

Some example approaches are scheduling time to 

focus on specific improvement sessions as part of 

your dev cycles, scheduling engineering “free for 

alls” where team members can choose what part of 

the system to “fix”, and setting expectations that for 

every new bit of capability comes with its 

complement in testing are some ways to promote 

this critical culture and output.  You may even 

decide to split your iterations between new dev and 

technical debt amelioration- the essential element is 

to constantly evaluate the technical debt and 

allocate a percentage of your output to pay it before 

it grows beyond reasonable management.

CELEBRATE FAILURE
 Here we create a culture where each 

opportunity to find a new root cause of failure 

is viewed as exactly that- an Opportunity for 

Improvement. We don’t punish those who find 

these opportunities, but celebrate them as our 

innovators. Practices here include prioritizing 

the “why” and “how to improve” versus the 

“who” of root cause analysis. Using each 

failure as an opportunity to improve, versus an 

opportunity to make an example will 

encourage team members to find problems, 

and report problems which allows you to get 

them fixed before they cause production 

impact. One practical implementation is the 

Post Mortem- all failures require dissection.



The How
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MOVE QUALITY CONTROL TO BE PART OF PRODUCTION
Move quality control to be part of production- make test, validation and monitoring continuous 

through every step so that there is no expectation that “QA will catch that”. Proof of quality becomes 

explicit in the final value created due to the accuracy of prediction over the total volume of data. 

DECENTRALIZE CONTROL AND DECISION MAKING
Centralization and Bureaucracy are the antithesis of 

agility, and have no place in a modern Data Operations. 

Balancing this requirement with the right organizational 

level governance and applicable task management tools 

allow the whole team to work from the same sheet of 

music. The tools we have mentioned above create an 

environment of transparency, which allows management 

to keep an eye on what is happening without restricting 

the flow. Within the broader guidelines of the epic 

planning, teams should be able to control daily work, 

technical debt work, next task, etc.

ALIGN ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
There are no Data Scientist, Network SMEs, Developers, or 

Data Analysts, when it comes to output. Here, there is one team, 

and one set of measurement. We either all succeed together or 

fail together- and even then, we will learn something to be 

better next time. One way of managing this is to ensure that the 

teams are measured by common output/value versus metrics 

specific to their department.
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In Conclusion

Focusing heavily on the machine that feeds 

machine learning makes your investment more front 

loaded than diving straight into specific use cases. 

Take it from those that have learned the lessons in 

the field- machine learning is not a silver bullet. Nor 

is it magic. The value is generated in aggregate over 

the many places where it is implemented. Taking 

this thoughtful, repeatable approach to building 

your DataOps practice will reduce your aggregate 

effort. It will also give your enterprise the built-in 

data flexibility to continue to evolve under changing 

technology and business conditions for years to 

come.

These practices have evolved from our own 

deployments of ML in some of the World's largest 

telcos. If this this paper was informative, thought 

provoking, and a bit entertaining, then we have 

succeeded! These outlines brush the surface of the 

core tenets and approach to implementing the 

necessary features of a highly productive DataOps 

pipeline. At B-Yond, we specialize in creating these 

pipelines as one of the main elements of a mature 

Machine Learning Operations, But, that's a topic for 

another paper.

Should you have interest in 
learning more? Get in touch!

www.b-yond.com


